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Abstract- With the rapid development of various multimedia 

technologies, more and more multimedia data are generated and 

transmitted  in the medical, commercial, and military fields, 

which may include some sensitive information which should not 

be accessed by or can only be partially exposed to the general 

users. Therefore, security and privacy has become an important. 

Over the last few years several encryption algorithms have 

applied to secure video transmission. While a large number of 

multimedia encryption schemes have been proposed in the 

literature and some have been used in real products, 

cryptanalytic work has shown the existence of security problems 

and other weaknesses in most of the proposed multimedia 

encryption schemes. In this paper, a description and 

comparison between encryption methods and representative 

video algorithms were presented. With respect not only to their 

encryption speed but also their security level and stream size. A 

trade-off between quality of video streaming and choice of 

encryption algorithm were shown. Achieving an efficiency, 

flexibility and security is a challenge of researchers. 

 

Keywords: Video encryption, video transmission, Video 

Coding, Scalable Video Streaming. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Cryptography is the art and science of protecting information 

from undesirable individuals by converting it into a form 

non-recognizable by its attackers while stored and transmitted. 

Data cryptography mainly is the scrambling of the content of 

data, such as text, image, audio, video and so forth to make the 

data unreadable, invisible or unintelligible during 

transmission or storage called Encryption. The main goal of 

cryptography is keeping data secure form unauthorized 

attackers. The reverse of data encryption is data Decryption, 

which recuperate the original data. Since cryptography first 

known usage in ancient Egypt it has passed through different 

stages and was affected by any major event that affected the 

way people handled information. In the World War II for 

instance cryptography played an important role and was a key 

element that gave the allied forces the upper hand, and enables 

them to win the war sooner, when they were able to dissolve 

the Enigma cipher machine which the Germans used to encrypt 

their military secret communications [1]. 
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In modern days cryptography is no longer limited to secure 

sensitive military information but recognized as one of the 

major components of the security policy of any organization 

and considered industry standard for providing information 

security, trust, controlling access to resources, and electronic 

financial transactions. The original data that to be transmitted 

or stored is called plaintext, the one that can be readable and 

understandable either by a person or by a computer. Whereas 

the disguised data so-called ciphertext, which is unreadable, 

neither human nor machine can properly process it until it is 

decrypted. A system or product that provides encryption and 

decryption is called cryptosystem. Cryptosystem uses an 

encryption algorithms which determines how simple or 

complex the encryption process will be, the necessary 

software component, and the key (usually a long string of bits), 

which works with the algorithm to encrypt and decrypt the 

data [2] [3]. In the 19th century, a famous theory about the 

security principle of any encryption system has been proposed 

by Kerchhoff. This theory has become the most important 

principle in designing a cryptosystem for researchers and 

engineers. Kirchhoff observed that the encryption algorithms 

are supposed to be known to the opponents. Thus, the security 

of an encryption system should rely on the secrecy of the 

encryption/decryption key instead of the encryption algorithm 

itself. For even though in the very beginning the opponent 

doesn’t know the algorithm, the encryption system will not be 

able to protect the ciphertext once the algorithm is broken. The 

security level of an encryption algorithm is measured by the 

size of its key space [3]. The larger size of the key space is, the 

more time the attacker needs to do the exhaustive search of the 

key space, and thus the higher the security level is. In 

encryption, the key is piece of information (value of comprise 

a large sequence of random bits) which specifies the particular 

transformation of plaintext to ciphertext, or vice versa during 

decryption. Encryption key based on the keyspace, which is 

the range of the values that can be used to assemble a key. The 

larger keyspace the more  possible keys can be constructed (e.g. 

today we commonly use key sizes of 128,192,or 256 bit , so 

the key size of 256 would provide a 2256 keyspace) [3][4]. 

The strength of the encryption algorithm relies on the secrecy 

of the key, length of the key, the initialization vector, and how 

they all work together. Depend on the algorithm, and length of 

the key, the strength of encryption can be considered. Assume 

that if the key can be broken in three hours using Pentium 4 

processor the cipher consider is not strong at all, but if the key 

can broken with thousand of multiprocessing systems within a 

million years,  then the cipher is pretty darn strong.  There are 

two encryption/decryption key types:  In some of encryption 
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technologies when two end points need to communicate with 

one another via encryption, they must use the same algorithm, 

and in the most of the time the same key, and in other 

encryption technologies, they must use different but related 

keys for encryption and decryption purposes. Cryptography 

algorithms are either symmetric algorithms, which use 

symmetric keys (also called secret keys), or asymmetric 

algorithms, which use asymmetric keys (also called public and 

private keys). 

A. Symmetric key Algorithms  

In symmetric key encryption, the sender and receiver use the 

same key for encryption and decryption. As shown in figure 1. 

symmetric key encryption is also called secret key, because 

both sender and receiver have to keep the key secret and 

properly protected[4][5] Basically, the security level of the 

symmetric keys encryption method is totally depend on how 

well the users keep the keys protected. If the key is known by 

an intruder, then all data encrypted with that key can be 

decrypted.  

 

II Symmetric key Algorithms 

This is what makes it more complicated how symmetric 

keys are practically shared and updated when necessary. 

Symmetric keys can provide confidentiality but they can not 

provide authentication, because there is no way to prove 

through cryptography who actually sent a massage if two 

people are using the same key. Due to that, with all the 

problem and defects that symmetric keys have they still used in 

many applications, because they are so fast and can be hard to 

break if using a large key size. Symmetric keys can handle a 

large amount of data that would take an unacceptable amount 

of time with asymmetric keys to encrypt and decrypt. 

The most popular symmetric key algorithms are Data 

Encryption Standard (DES), Triple DES, and Advance 

Encryption. 

1) The Data Encryption Standard (DES)  

DES is one of the most important examples of a block 

cipher. DES was the result of a contest set by the U.S. 

National Bureau of Standards (now called the NIST) in 1973, 

and adopted as standard applications in 1977. The winning 

standard was developed at IBM, as a modification of the 

previous system called LUCIFER. The DES is widely used for 

encryption of PIN numbers, bank transactions, and the like. 

The DES is an example of a block cipher, which operates on 

blocks of 64 bits at a time, with an input key of 64 bits. Every 

8th bit in the input key is a parity check bit which means that 

in fact the key size is effectively reduced to 56 bits[6][7]. 

2) Advance Encryption Standard (AES)  

In 1997, the NIST called for submissions for a new standard 

to replace the aging DES. The contest terminated in November 

2001with the selection of the Rijndael cryptosystem as the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [4] [8]. The Rijndael 

cryptosystem operates on 128-bit blocks, arranged as 4 × 4 

matrices with 8-bit entries. The algorithm can use a variable 

block length and key length; the latest specification allowed 

any combination of keys lengths of 128, 192, or 256 bits and 

blocks of length 128, 192, or 256 bits 

B. Asymmetric key Algorithms 

Asymmetric key algorithm is also called public key 

algorithm. Public Key Cryptography was first described 

publicly by Stanford University professor Martin Hellman and 

graduate student Whitfield Diffie in 1976[9]. They described 

a two-key crypto system in which two parties could securely 

communicate over a non-secure communications channel 

without having to share a secret key and address the problem 

of secret key distribution by using two keys instead of a single 

key . In public key algorithm there are two keys are used. A 

public key, which can be known by everyone, and a privet key, 

which should be kept secret known only by the owner. As 

shown in figure 2.  

 

III Asymmetric key Algorithms 

 If the massage is encrypted by one key the other key is 

required in order to decrypt the message [4].  The public key 

and private key are mathematically related. However it does 

not mean that, if someone got the public key he/she will be 

able to figure out the private key , but if someone got the 

private key, then here is big trouble, because private key 

should be accessed only by the owner no one else [4][5].  

On the condition that the authentication is required, the 

data would be encrypted with the sender’s private key then 

each person has the corresponding public key will be able to 

decrypt the data. This provides a confidence to the receiver 

that the data has been encrypted by one who has the 

possession of that private key. Encrypting data with private 

key is called open message format, since confidentiality is not 

ensured. Anyone with a copy of the corresponding public key 

can decrypt the data. The most popular asymmetric key 

algorithms are Rivest- Shamir Adelman (RSA). 

1) Rivest- Shamir Adelman  

RSA is one of the most used public key algorithms today. 

This algorithm was invented in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi 

Shamir, and Len Adelman. The RSA is based on the idea of 

factorization of integers into their prime. Assume that Alice 

and Bob want to communicate with one other. Bob chooses 
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two distinct large primes p and q and multiplies them together 

to form N, N = p*q. He also chooses an encryption exponent e, 

such that the, greatest common divisor of e and [(p-1)*(q-1)] is 

1. That is gcd(e,[(p-1)*(q-1)])=1. He computes his decryption 

key d, d=1/e (mod [( p-1)*(q-1)]). Now he makes the pair (N,e) 

public and keeps p and q secret. This how to Generating keys, 

Encryption and decryption are of the following form, for some 

plain text block M and ciphertext block C: C=Me mod n, M= 

Cdmod n = (Me) mod n = Medmod n Both sender and receiver 

must know the values of n and e, and only the receiver knows 

the value of d. this make a public key encryption of KU = {e,n} 

and private of KR {d,n}. 

II SYMMETRIC KEY ALGORITHMS VS. ASYMMETRIC KEY 

ALGORITHMS   

Asymmetric algorithms work much slowly then the 

symmetric algorithm, because they use more complex 

mathematics to perform their functions, which require more 

processing time. With public key, you can just send out your 

public key to all of the people whom you need to communicate 

with, instead of keeping track of a unique for each one of them. 

As show in table 1 the following list of the advantage and 

disadvantage of symmetric and Asymmetric key systems.  

 Symmetric key is much faster than asymmetric systems. 

On the other side asymmetric key Works much more 

slowly.  

 In symmetric key the security is dependent on the 

length of the key, if using a large key size the algorithm 

will be hard to break, because symmetric algorithms 

carry out relatively simplistic mathematical functions 

on the bits during the encryption and decryption 

processes. 

 Symmetric key requires a secure mechanism to deliver 

keys properly. While, asymmetric key provide a better 

key distribution than symmetric systems. 

 Symmetric key provides confidentiality but not 

authenticity, because the secret key is shard. However, 

asymmetric key can provide authentication and 

confidentiality. 

In symmetric key Each pair of users needs a unique key, if a 

user has N trading partners, then N secret keys must be 

maintained so as the number of individuals increases, so does 

the number of keys. However, management of the symmetric 

keys becomes problematic 

III DIGITAL VIDEO ENCRYPTION SCHEME 

With digital video transmission, encryption methodologies 

are needed that can protect digital video from attacks during 

transmission. Due to the huge size of digital videos, they are 

usually transmitted in compressed formats such as MPEG [10], 

or H.264/AVC [11]. Thus, the encryption algorithms for 

digital video are usually working in the compressed domain. 

Several encryption algorithms to secure video streaming have 

been proposed. Most of them tried to optimize the encryption 

process with respect to the encryption speed, and display 

process.  

A. Naïve Algorithm  

The most straight-forward method to encrypt every byte in 

the whole Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) (ref 

website) stream using standard encryption schemes such as 

DES or AES. The idea of Naïve algorithm to treat the MPEG 

bit-stream as text data and does not use any of the special 

structure [12][13][14] . Naïve algorithm ensures the security 

level to the entire MPEG stream by standard encryption 

schemes because no effective algorithm to break encryption 

schemes especially AES nor triple DES so far. However, this 

algorithm not applicable solution for big video, because it is 

very slow especially when we use triple DES. Because of the 

encryption operation the delay increases and overload will be 

unacceptable for real time video encryption. 

B. Pure Permutation Algorithm 

The idea of pure permutation algorithm is simply scrambles 

the bytes within a frame of MPEG stream by permutation. It is 

extremely useful in situation where the hardware decodes the 

video, but decryption must be done in software.  Adam J. 

slagell in [15] demonstrates that the pure permutation 

algorithm is vulnerable to known-plaintext attack, and hence 

its use should be careful considered, because by comparing the 

ciphertext with the known frames, the adversary could easily 

figure out the secret permutation list. Once the permutation 

list is figured out, all frames could be easily decrypted. Notice 

that knowing one I frame of MPEG stream is enough to 

decrypt the permutation list based on Shannon's Theorem.  

C. Zig-Zag Permutation Algorithm 

The main idea of Zig-Zag permutation approach [16] is 

instead of mapping the 8x8 block to 1x64 vector in “Zig-zag” 

order, it maps the individual 8x8 block to a 1x64 vector by 

using a random permutation list (secret key). Zig-Zag 

permutation algorithm consists of three main steps: 

 Generate a list of 64 permutations. 

 Complete splitting procedure. Assume that DC 

coefficient is denoted by 8 digit binary numbers d7 d6 

d5 d4 d3 d2 d1 d0 then it is split into two numbers d7 d6 

d5 d 4 and d3 d2 d1 d0. Then the number of d7 d6 d5 d 4 

placed to DC coefficient and the number of d3 d2 d1 d0 

placed to AC coefficient. Splitting procedure base on 

the following observations 1) the value of DC 

coefficient is much larger then the value AC 

coefficient. 2)  after splitting,  extra space need for a 

store one of the splitting number, and  this will 

increase the  size of MPEG stream. However notice 

that the last AC coefficient is the least important value 

in block which can be set zero with no significant 

visual degradation.  

 Apply the random permutation to the split block. 

Since mapping Zig-Zag order and mapping according 

to the random permutation list have the same 

computational complexity, the encryption and 

decryption add very little overhead to the video 

compression and decompression processes. However 

this method decrease the video compression rate 

because the random permutation distort the probability 
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distribution of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

coefficients and make the Huffman table used less than 

optimal.  L.Qiao and Nahrstedt in 1998 introduced two 

types of attacks on Zig-Zag permutation are 

introduced, a ciphertext only attack, and a known-

plaintext attack. 

The Zig-Zag permutation algorithm is vulnerable to           the 

ciphertext only attack, the attack relies on the fact of statistical 

properties of the DCT coeffient, where none-zero AC 

coefficients are gathered in the upper left corner of the I-block. 

Statistical analysis by   L.Qiao and Nahrstedt in 1998 which 

the count the number of none-zero ACs and DC coefficients 

from all blocks in an I-frame showed that following 

observation: 

 DC coefficients always have the highest frequency of 

none-zero occurrences. 

 The frequency of AC1 and AC2 are among the top 6. 

 The frequency of AC3 to AC5 is among top 10. 

The second problem is that, the Zig-Zag permutation 

algorithm can not withstand the known-plaintext attack. 

Assume that we know certain frames of the video in advance 

(known-plaintext) the secret key could be easily figured out by 

simply comparing the known plaintext with the corresponding 

encrypted frame. To solve this problem a proposed method 

called binary coin flipping sequence method together with two 

different permutation lists. For each 8x8 block, a coin is 

flipped. If it is a tail, the permutation list 1 (key1) is applied to 

the block. If it is a head, the permutation list 2 (key 2) is 

applied to the block. This method is vulnerable to 

known-plaintext attack as well, because none-zero AC 

coefficients have the tendency to gather in the upper left 

corner of the block, it would be easy for an adversary to 

determine which key is used. 

D. Video Encryption algorithm (VEA) 

Qiao and Nahrstedt in [17] suggested a new video 

encryption algorithm called VEA. Video encryption algorithm 

upon the statistical properties of MPEG video standard and 

symmetric key algorithm standard to reduce the amount of data 

that is encrypted. AVE is actually dividing the input video 

stream into chunks (a1, a2, a3, a4, … , a2n-1 ,a2n ). The chunk 

is divided into two data segments odd list (a1, a3, a5, …. , 

a2n-1 ) and Even list  (a2, a4,a6, … , a2n ) , afterward the 

encryption key would be applied to the list even list E(a2, 

a4,a6, … , a2n ),  where E denotes an encryption function. 

Then the final ciphertext is a concatenation of output of 

encryption algorithm XOR with the odd list streams. Thus 

AVE algorithm is immune from known-plaintext attack, 

because the key will be changed for each frame(s). 

E. Video Encryption Algorithm (VEA)  

Bharagava, Shi, and Wang in [18] [19] have introduced four 

different video encryption algorithms Algorithm I, Algorithm 

II (VEA), Algorithm III (MVEA), and Algorithm IV (RVEA). 

1) Algorithm I 

Algorithm I uses the permutation of Huffman codewords in 

I-frames. This method incorporates encryption and 

compression in one step. The secret part of the algorithm is a 

permutation p which is used to permute standard MPEG 

Huffman codeword list. In order to save compression ratio, the 

permutation p must be such that it only permutes the 

codewords with same number of bits. Daniel Socek, and el in 

[20] showed that the Algorithm I is highly vulnerable to both 

known plaintext attack, and ciphertext-only attack. If some of 

video frames known in advance the adversary could easily 

figure out and reconstruct the secret permutation p by 

comparing the known frames with the encrypted frames. 

However, algorithm I is also subject to ciphertext-only attack, 

in [21] defined the low frequency error attack on algorithm I 

ciphertext. Basically, since permutation p is of the special 

form; i.e., it only shuffles codewords with the same length, the 

most security comes from shuffling 16bit codewords in the AC 

coefficient entropy table. However, since there are very limited 

numbers of codewords with length of less than 16bits, it is 

very easy to reconstruct all of the DC coefficients and most 

frequent AC coefficients (since these will be encoded with 

less than 16bit codewords). In other words, the only hard part 

would be to figure out how does the permutation p shuffle the 

16bit codewords. But these are appearing extremely rare, and 

the reconstructed video may be of almost the same quality as 

the original. 

2)  Algorithm II (VEA) 

The algorithm was proposed in [18] ,since the I-blocks carry 

the most important information so the scheme sufficient to 

encrypt only the sign bite of the DC coefficients in the I-frame 

blocks by simply XORs sign bites of DC coefficients with a 

secret key. The security level of this scheme depends on the 

length of the key. However, too long key size may be infeasible 

and impractical. On the other hand with a short key size, the 

system could be easily broken.  

3) Algorithm III (MVEA) 

Bharagava and Shi in [22]have made an improvement to the 

Algorithm II (VEA). Instead of encrypt only the sign bite of 

DC coefficient in the I-frame block, the sign bite of the 

differential  values of DC coefficient and motion vectors in 

P-frames and B-frames can is encrypted by XORs them with 

the secret key. However this type of improvement makes the 

video playback more random and more unviewable. Just like 

the Algorithm II (VEA), the Algorithm III (MVEA) is relies on 

the secret key size.  

4) Algorithm IV (RVEA)  

Algorithm IV (RVEA) was proposed by Baraga, and el [19]. 

The different between Algorithm IV (RVEA) and Algorithm 

III (MVEA) is that Algorithm IV (RVEA) uses a traditional 

symmetric key cryptography to encrypt the sign bite of DCT 

coefficient and the sign bite of motion vectors.  The algorithm 

speeds up the process of encryption by only encrypt certain 

sign bite in MPEG stream. Therefore, it is much better then the 

previous three algorithms Algorithm I, Algorithm II (VEA), 

and Algorithm III (MVEA) in terms of security. Furthermore, 

it saves up to 90% of the computation time comparing with 

Naïve approach. 

F. Selective Encryption Algorithm 

       In order to reduce the amount of processing overhead 
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and to meet the security for real time video applications, 

selective encryption technique have been proposed. The idea 

of this scheme is to encrypt different levels of selective parts of 

MPEG stream by using the feature of MPEG layered 

structures (e.g. encrypting all headers and I frames, encrypting 

all I frames and all I blocks in P and B frames). The basic 

selective encryption is based on the MPEG I-frame, P-frame, 

and B-frame structure. It encrypts the I-frame only because, 

conceptually P- and B- frame are useless   without knowing 

the corresponding I-frame.  

1) AEGIS, (Encrypt I-Frame Only) 

Maples and Spanos in [23][24] have introduced a new 

secure MPEG video mechanism called Aegis. Aegis method 

encrypts only the I-frame of all MPEG groups of frames in 

MPEG video stream, while B-frame and P-frame are left 

unencrypted. In additional, to make the MPEG video stream 

more secure Aegis also encrypts the sequence header which 

contains all of the decoding initialization parameters such as 

the picture width, height, frame rate, bit rate, and buffer size. 

Encrypting of the sequence header makes the MPEG identity 

of stream concealed and it makes the MPEG video stream 

unrecognizable. Finally, Aegis also encrypts the IOS end code 

(last 32 bits of MPEG stream) as a result to further conceal the 

bit stream of MPEG identity. Aegis uses the DES encryption 

engine for encryption process.  Iskender Agi and Li Gong in 

[25] have shown that encryption I-frame alone may not be 

sufficiently secure for some type of video. Their experiment 

showed that it is possible to know some scenes from the 

decoded P-frame and B-frame. Iskender Agi and Gong 

experimented with encrypting all of I-block in the P-frames 

and B-frames in addition to encrypt all I-frame the security 

level have been significantly increased. They have also 

suggested that to increase the frequency of I frames to enhance 

the security. It has the main drawback of increasing the length 

of string and consequentially the encryption time. Finally, it is 

important to notice that this type of security is not particularly 

good for applications where the security is one of the top 

priorities (such as the important military or business 

teleconferencing) but it might be sufficient as a quality 

degradation of the entertainment videos, such as the pay TV 

broadcast. 

2) Sign-Bit of DCT Coefficients 

     Shi and Bharagava [18] used a secret key to transform 

the sign bits of the DCT coefficients of MPEG video data. The 

secret key (k1, k2, k3,….., k2m) is randomly generated with 

length 2m, where the number of key and the length of key is 

not limited. If the sign bits of DC and AC coefficients are 

represented by S, (s1, s2, s3,…. , s2m), then the encrypted data 

is Ek(Si) = bi xor si of length 2m. The encryption operation 

randomly changes the sign bits of DCT coefficients. The 

decryption function Ek-1  is the same as the encryption 

function since Ek (Ek) = S. For a key of length m an adversary 

needs to try 2m times in order to find a key. In this algorithm, 

several keys can be used to enhance the security. For example, 

in the 2 keys scheme, one key is for Y blocks and the other for 

Cb and Cr blocks. In the 3 keys scheme, one for I frames, one 

for B frames, and one for P frames. 

Headers, Lookabaugh et al [26] proposed the selective 

encryption of MPEG-2 video, the one that used in most 

current digital television applications. They use the fact that 

the typical high performance MPEG-2 encoded bitstreams 

only uses a small portion of bits in important headers (video 

sequence, group of pictures, picture, and slice). It can be 

simple to vague such headers because of a usual practice in 

encoding of aligning these headers and the multiplex level at 

which encryption is performed. However,  fields in such 

headers can be quite defenseless to attack, even if obscured by 

selective encryption, for a variety of reasons: the fields are 

often static, they can be guessed from external information 

that is probably available to an attacker, they can be guessed 

from other information in the bitstream (e.g., picture type can 

be guessed from picture size, an example of the cryptanalytic 

technique of traffic analysis), or they can be ignored, albeit 

with nontrivial consequences for decoded image quality. They 

evaluated each of these fields, and proposed and tested attacks. 

For example, they showed that a perceptual attack on the 

quantizer-scale-code syntactic element is feasible albeit with 

nontrivial picture degradation: in typical sequences there is a 

strongly peaked distribution for this code, and a perceptual 

attack would be to always use an expected value for this code 

in place of the correct value. It is clearly that the resulting 

reconstruction is distorted, but it is not obvious that it is 

sufficiently distorted to cause a pirate to pay for a clean 

version if the distorted version is available for free. A more 

encouraging example is the choice of the macroblock-type 

field that signals to a decoder the type of prediction used for 

each macroblock (16-pixel vertical by 16-pixel horizontal 

region) in a video frame. Although this field does not use a 

very large fraction of the bitstream (on the order of a couple of 

percent typically), if absent it is very difficult for a decoder to 

guess it and to decode remaining material correctly (since the 

macroblock type uses a Huffman  code and, if incorrectly 

decoded, a decoder has a hard time resynchronizing) [27]. 

3) Byte-Encryption 

Griswold et al. in [28][29] have proposed to randomly 

encrypt bytes in an MPEG stream for free distribution, while 

the original bytes at the corresponding positions are 

transferred in encrypted form to legitimate users. This is 

actually equivalent to encrypting byte at random positions. 

The authors find that encrypting 1% of the data is sufficient to 

make a video undecodable or at least invisible. However, the 

cryptanalysis given is entirely insufficient. Consider the worst 

case where only MPEG header data is encrypted by chance 

using this approach. It is well known that header data may be 

reconstructed easily provided the encoder in use is known. 

Additionally, no attack scenario is considered but only the 

case of playing the protected video in a standard decoder is 

covered. In order to guarantee a certain level of security, a 

higher amount of bytes need to be encrypted and care needs to 

be taken about which bytes are encrypted. J. Wen at al. [30] 

describes a more general approach as part of the MPEG 4 

IPMP standard, named Syntax Unware Runlength-based 
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Selective Encryption (SURSLE). This algorithm encrypt X 

bits, the next Y bits are left in plain-text; the next Z bits 

encrypted again, and so on. In addition to the above mentioned 

security problems, both schemes partially destroy the MPEG 

bitstream syntax and potentially emulate important MPEG 

markers causing a decoder to crash. 

IV COMPARISONS OF VIDEO ENCRYPTION  ALGORITHMS 

We have currently known encryption algorithms for secure 

video streams and evaluated them with respect to three metrics: 

security level, encryption speed, and encrypted MPEG stream 

size.  As our summary shown in Table 1, Naïve Algorithm and 

Video Encryption Algorithm (VEA) are the most secure 

algorithms, where Zig-Zag Permutation Algorithm has serious 

security flaws and can not withhold the known plaintext attack 

nor the ciphertext only attack. With respect to encryption 

speed, Pure Permutation Algorithm and Zig-Zag Permutation 

Algorithm are very fast, and Naïve Algorithm is very slow due 

to applying DES on whole MPEG stream. When comparing 

the algorithms in terms of size metric, VEA, Pure Permutation 

Algorithm and Naïve Algorithm do not change their size, 

which is very much desirable. On the other hand, Zig-Zag  

Permutation Algorithm significantly increase the stream size 

which defeats the compression purpose of MPEG encoding. In 

summary, there are trades offs when applying different 

encryption algorithms to MPEG encoded video and its choice 

depends on the applications. We believe that VEA meets the 

requirements of most multimedia applications because it 

provides overall high security, size preservation, and relatively 

fast encryption. Any other algorithm suffers from either low 

security, or low speed, or stream size increases. 

V   CONCLUSION 

In this paper a surveyed of the currently known methods of 

cryptography were presented. The two different types of the 

encryption methods (Symmetric key encryption and 

Asymmetric key encryption) were highlighted and evaluated 

with respect to their security level and encryption speed. A 

discussed about the advantages and disadvantages of each of 

them. Moreover, currently known video encryption algorithms 

for video streams were described. We have showed, Naïve 

algorithm and video encryption algorithm are the most secure 

algorithms, where zig-zag  permutation algorithm has serious 

security flaws and con not withhold the 

known-plaintext-attack nor the ciphertext-only attack. . with 

the respect to encryption speed, pure permutation algorithm 

and zig-zag permutation algorithm are very fast, and Naïve 

algorithm is very slow specially while applying DES on  whole 

video. In summary, there is a trade-offs when applying 

different encryption algorithms to MPEG video stream and its 

choice rely on the applications. 
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Table1 Comparative Results of the encryption algorithms 

Table2 Comparisons of Video Encryption Algorithms 

 

 

 Complexity  Spee

d  

Memory 

Requirement  

Key 

Type 

Key Length Key 

Space 

size 

Security 

level 

DES  Complex  High N/A Private 

key  

56 bits, 48 

bits sub-key 

2
56 

Low 

AES Complex High  Very low Private 

key 

128 

bite,192bits

, 256 bits 

2
128 

, 

2
192

, 2
256 

High 

RSA  Simple High N/A Public 

key 

Variable Variable High 

Algorithms Security Speed Size Encryption Ratio 

Naïve High Slow No change 100% 

Pure Permutation Low Super fast No change 100% 

Zig-Zag Permutation Very low Very fast Big increase 100% 

VEA High Fast No change 50% 

Selective Moderate Fast Increase 1% -100% 


